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fort of Phulcheri as a punishment for the subjugation of
Chennapattan and I have destroyed it as a reparation for their
attack on Dewnampattan. I have thus done my duty to the
English. I grant this fort of Phulcheri to the English Company
so that they may prosper in business and the things found in it
to the sarddrs of the army as a reward for their toil and
bravery. I wish the bond of help between your community and
my children continues for ever;whoever acts contrary to it will
become unworthy of his ancestry."
As he had bestowed upon the English all things in the fort
as gifts, he purchased out of these for a large sum one big
mirror, a cluster of lamps made of crystal, chairs of different
pattern, lovely pictures and other articles besides two portraits
of the French King and Queen which as described in the previ-
ous pages had been sent from home by the French King to the
Nawwab when negotiations for peace were discussed. As the
Nawwab had declined to accept these portraits M. Dupleixhung
them in his house. These things were sent to Nattharnagar.
On the occasion of Chennapattan being subdued *by the
French M. Dupleix had carried away black stone pillars from
the fort of Phulcheri and used them in his building. The
English removed them from the building, carried back to
Chennapattan by ship and restored them to their place.
The jagw of Phulcheri as it was originally under Arcot,
was entrusted to Mir Asadullah Khan by the order of the
Nawwab. In brief the victory happened as desired by the well-
wishers of the Nawwab.
At this juncture Hazrat-i-Ala learnt about the coronation
of All Gawhar Shah Alam as the Emperor of ITind, Tie wrote
an brzddsht congratulating him on his accession to the throne
with 1100 ashrafl as nadhr and conveying the news of the
capture of the fort of Phulcheri with keys made of gold as
nadhr; entrusted these to Khwaja Shamsu'd-Dm Khan, his
yakil, and instructed him to submit them to the Mughal Emperor
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